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Abstract

There have been some notable progress in image inpaint-
ing field by using learning-based methods. However, these
methods often produce blurry or awkward results. In order
to solve this problem, I have proposed three ideas. First,
Coarse-to-refine structure [4] was adopted and Recurrent
Convolution was used instead of vanilla convolution. Next,
I have implemented Sobel Edge Discriminator, which is a
discriminator using Sobel Edge detection algorithm [3]. Fi-
nally, frequency separation loss were added to the total loss.
Since the high frequency components are less important in
the coarse network, a low pass filter was applied to get
low frequency components. In contrast, a high pass filter
was applied in refine stage so the network can focus on de-
tails. From these proposed methods, my model was able to
achieve better results than other methods.

1. Introduction
Image inpainting is a task which fills missing pixels with

semantically and perceptually plausible contents. In order
to produce appropriate reconstruction, it should be semanti-
cally plausible and matched with the existing backgrounds.
This process could be easily done with deep learning tech-
niques.

There are many deep learning based inpainting tech-
niques. I have adopted coarse-to-refine structure [4] for my
model. This structure fills the masked region through coarse
network and refine network. The coarse network takes an
original image and the mask as an input to generate coarse
output. Then, the refine network takes coarse output as an
input to generate refined output. This structure allows to
expand the receptive field and stabilize the training stage.

Based on this coarse-to-refine structure, I have proposed
3 ideas; Recurrent Convolution, Sobel Edge Discrimina-
tor, and frequency separation loss. Recurrent Convolu-
tion (or RNN) is often used when the network deals with se-
quential data such as music, movie, and natural languages.
My model can be treated as a sequential model because it is
based on coarse-to-refine structure.

Sobel Edge Discriminator originates from Sobel Edge
Detection [3]. The overall quality can be greatly improved
by using the edge information. In my model, Sobel edge
discriminator takes the edge map as input and determines
whether the edge map is real or fake.

Frequency separation loss is designed to catch the struc-
ture of an image more precisely. Since the basic informa-
tion of an image is concentrated in low frequency regions,
coarse network focuses on low frequency components by
eliminating the high frequency details. This method makes
the network simple, while maintaining core information of
an image. In contrast, refine network focuses on high fre-
quency information(details).

The performance was greatly improved comparing to
other models [5, 7, 8] by these techniques. Especially, my
model shows the best performance at background images.

2. Related Work
There are some popular methods for inpainting task.

Globally and Locally Consistent Image completion [2]
has two discriminators: global discriminator and local dis-
criminator. The global discriminator makes an output con-
sistent with the global context and the local discriminator
makes an output consistent with local regions which corre-
sponds to the masked region. This model is composed of
three networks: completion networks, local discriminator,
and global discriminator. The completion network fills the
masked region using CNN structure. Then, the global and
local discriminator evaluate whether the output is consistent
with the original image globally and locally.

Generative Image Inpainting with Contextual Atten-
tion [6] introduces the concept of ‘contextual attention
layer’. First, the input feature is divided into two re-
gions. One is called ‘Foreground’ which corresponds to
the masked region and the other is called ‘Background’.
The objective of this layer is to find a patch in background
which matches with foreground. To achieve this, back-
ground should be transformed into convolutional filters with
cosine similarity. Then, the convolution operation is applied
to the foreground and convolutional filters. By applying the
softmax operation to the output, attention scores for each



pixel can be achieved. Finally, the foreground region can
be reconstructed by applying deconvolution to the attention
score.

Free-Form Image Inpainting with Gated Convolu-
tion [7] solves the problem of vanilla convolution which
treats all pixels as valid ones. While most of image inpaint-
ing networks used hard-gating mask, this model used soft
mask. Gating corresponds to a soft mask which is updated
automatically with convolution. By using this mechanism,
the network can selectively learn masked region.

Image Fine-Grained Inpainting [1] introduced ‘dense
multi-scale fusion network (DMFN)’. Unlike common di-
lated convolutions, DMFB uses hierarchical features which
come from various kinds of convolution having different di-
lation rates. In addition, the author proposes a new concept
called ‘self-guided regression loss’ which corrects low-level
features by using normalized discrepancy map.

Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) is designed to deal
with sequential data such as music, movies, and natural
language. Since sequential data has different length, tradi-
tional neural network is not adequate. The main difference
between RNN and traditional neural network is that tradi-
tional neural network only uses current input, while RNN
uses past information by using hidden states.

Edgeconnect: Generative Image Inpainting with Ad-
versarial Edge Learning [5] uses edge information when
generating an image. It first draws an edge map of masked
region. Then the network uses edge map to fill masked re-
gion. The network is composed of two stages. First stage
is called edge generation stage. In this stage, the network
generates edge map of the masked region. The next stage is
called image completion stage. It fills the masked region by
using the edge map generated at the first stage.

3. Methods

Figure 1. Overall flow of the network

Figure 1 shows the overall flow of my model. First, feed
masked image and the mask into the network to get coarse
output. Then, feed coarse output and the mask into the net-
work to get final output.

Figure 2. Overall structure of network

This is an overall structure of my model. There are two
main modules: wrapping module and embedded module.
After wrapping module, the result goes through patch dis-
criminator and Sobel edge discriminator which determines
whether the generated image is real or fake. The results
from these discriminators are concatenated and make the fi-
nal decision whether the generated image is real or fake.

Wrapping module is composed of encoder-decoder net-
work. Inputs(original image and mask) are encoded using
recurrent convolution and passes through embedded mod-
ule. Then, the output of embedded module is decoded using
recurrent convolution.

Embedded module is composed of coarse route and re-
fine route. Coarse route is composed of residual block and
refine route is composed of residual block, DMFB [1] and
contextual attention [6] which the concatenation of these
blocks goes through vanilla convolution. Further details are
elaborated in Appendix B.

3.1. Recurrent Convolution

The concept of ’recurrent convolution’ comes from Re-
current Neural Network(RNN). Coarse-refine structure is
adopted in my model. One of the problem with this struc-
ture is that network becomes too long since coarse stage and
refine stage are connected in series. From this reason, gen-
erator loss might not reach to the end of a stage. To handle
this problem, I adopted RNN structure. Features that come
from the coarse stage are reused at refine stage.

Figure 3. Recurrent convolution structure



Figure 3 shows the design of a recurrent convolution.
Initially, buffer is set to zero. Convolution operation is
applied to the inputs (input features and buffer) and their
weights. Then, sum them up and apply instance normaliza-
tion and activation function (ELU function) as followed. Fi-
nally, the output is achieved, and outcome is stored in buffer.
By using this method, coarse and refine networks could be
used simultaneously, while solving the gradient vanishing
problem.

3.2. Sobel Edge Discriminator

Sobel Edge Discriminator is a discriminator which uses
Sobel edge detection [3]. It uses Sobel edge extractor which
role is to extract edge information of an image. Horizontal
and vertical edge information could be achieved by using
horizontal line detector and vertical line detector. From this
information, the whole edge of an image could be achieved.

It looks similar to Edgeconnect [5] since both models
use edge information. However, there is a difference be-
tween my model and Edgeconnect. Edgeconnect uses edge
information in the second stage. It draws the edge first and
puts it into subsequent network to get a complete image.
So, if the edge map is awkward, the completed image will
be awkward as well. However, in my model, the network
learns edge information and output simultaneously.

Figure 4. Sobel Edge Discriminator

Figure 4 shows how Sobel edge discriminator is applied.
After the network produces an image, the result is fed into
the patch discriminator and Sobel edge extractor. Then, the
outputs of two discriminators are concatenated and deter-
mine whether the generated image is real or fake.

3.3. Frequency Separation Loss

Figure 5. Sobel Edge Discriminator

I have also added frequency separation loss. High fre-
quency details are less important in the coarse stage, so I
used low pass filter to focus on low frequency information
to catch basic information. In contrast, I used high pass fil-
ter at the refine stage to achieve high frequency details. In
addition, the L1 loss between the ground truth and the re-
constructed image was applied at the refine stage.

For the low pass filter, I did not select Gaussian filter,
which is also called as mean filter, since it blocks high fre-
quency components like edge. Instead, I chose the low pass
filter above so that the coarse network can consider both
high frequency and low frequency components.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

The network was trained by CelebaHQ dataset for hu-
man face inpainting and Places365 dataset was used for
place inpainting. For the evaluation, Google search face
images were used for face inpainting and Places365 testset
were used for place inpainting. I have compared the re-
sult with ‘Free-form image inpainting with gated convolu-
tion’ [7], ‘Edgeconnect: Generative image inpainting with
adversarial edge learning’ [5], and ‘Pluralistic image com-
pletion’ [8].

4.2. Settings

Hinge loss is used for discriminator with learning rate of
0.004, which is commonly used in GAN.

The total generator loss can be represented as below. The
learning rate of generator is 0.001.

The generator loss is composed of hinge loss, L1 loss,
perceptual loss and style loss. These losses make the net-



work robust to variations. The details of these losses are
shown as below.

For the optimizer, I used Adam optimizer with a learning
rate scheduler of beta1 and beta2 as 0.5 and 0.9. For the
learning, I have iterated 200,000 times and set the learning
rate decay as 0.75 after 100,000 iterations.

5. Results
For the evaluation metrics, L1 error, L2 error, perceptual

loss, PSNR, and SSIM were used. In addition, the masks
were divided into 3 parts by mask rates from 10∼20%,
20∼30%, and 30∼40%.

5.1. Face inpainting

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison

Mask Gated Edge Plural Mine

l1
(%

) 10-20% 4.95 5.79 4.11 5.76
20-30% 6.54 6.70 6.32 6.54
30-40% 9.86 9.19 10.12 8.76

l2
(%

) 10-20% 1.47 1.32 1.47 1.28
20-30% 2.03 1.54 2.72 1.43
30-40% 4.38 2.79 4.81 2.58

PL

10-20% 0.431 0.554 0.358 0.542
20-30% 0.592 0.632 0.512 0.604
30-40% 0.813 0.794 0.739 0.762

PS
N

R 10-20% 29.575 29.803 29.693 29.920
20-30% 27.853 28.748 27.847 29.152
30-40% 24.026 25.888 24.468 26.012

SS
IM

10-20% 0.933 0.917 0.941 0.920
20-30% 0.904 0.898 0.912 0.905
30-40% 0.849 0.854 0.854 0.863

Table 1. Quantitative Comparison

My model performs best at 30∼40% mask rate. My
model shows the best performance for all categories except
for the perceptual loss. And for the 10∼20% and 20∼30%
rates, my model shows best performance at L2 error and
PSNR.



5.2. Background inpainting

Figure 7. Qualitative comparison

For Places365 dataset, my model outperforms other
models in all categories.

Mask Gated Edge Plural Mine

l1
(%

) 10-20% 14.25 12.70 14.60 11.82
20-30% 16.47 15.52 18.89 14.02
30-40% 28.24 27.55 32.087 24.840

l2
(%

) 10-20% 12.25 10.03 10.53 9.99
20-30% 12.80 11.17 13.89 10.53
30-40% 25.62 22.06 26.217 19.999

PL

10-20% 0.682 0.592 0.718 0.546
20-30% 0.927 0.847 1.001 0.775
30-40% 1.311 1.205 1.413 1.118

PS
N

R 10-20% 23.311 24.112 22.835 24.237
20-30% 21.617 22.270 21.313 22.572
30-40% 19.114 20.104 18.890 20.308

SS
IM

10-20% 0.899 0.898 0.880 0.907
20-30% 0.858 0.856 0.832 0.871
30-40% 0.769 0.768 0.729 0.789

Table 2. Quantitative Comparison

6. Conclusion

As shown in the 5. Results 5, my model shows better
performance than other methods. This performance can be
attributed to three main ideas. First, recurrent convolution
allows the network size to be reduced, so it can prevent gra-
dient vanishing problem. Next, the network can simulta-
neously learn edge information and image generation from
Sobel edge discriminator. Finally, frequency separation loss
makes the coarse network to focus on low frequency com-
ponents and the refine network to focus on high frequency
components.

Figure 8. Examples of cases which refined output is worse than
coarse output

Even though the model shows good performance, there
is a limitation. There are some cases (Figure 8) which re-



fined output is worse than coarse output. For the future
work, the refine network could be modified to prevent this
issue.

Contributions/Acknowledgements

For comparing the qualitative result, Github codes from
the baseline papers were used. The below are the links to
the code.

Gated-convolution [7] https://github.com/
JiahuiYu/generative_inpainting

Pluralistic [8] https : / / github . com /
lyndonzheng/Pluralistic-Inpainting

Edgeconnect [5] https : / / github . com /
knazeri/edge-connect

A. Code
You can find the entire code in https://github.

com/jwbaik96/Image-inpainting.git

B. Network composition
B.1. Horizontal and vertical filters

B.2. Sobel edge extractor

B.3. Patch discriminator

B.4. Sobel edge discriminator

https://github.com/JiahuiYu/generative_inpainting
https://github.com/JiahuiYu/generative_inpainting
https://github.com/lyndonzheng/Pluralistic-Inpainting
https://github.com/lyndonzheng/Pluralistic-Inpainting
https://github.com/knazeri/edge-connect
https://github.com/knazeri/edge-connect
https://github.com/jwbaik96/Image-inpainting.git
https://github.com/jwbaik96/Image-inpainting.git


B.5. Low pass filter / High pass filter

B.6. Generator
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